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INTRODUCTION

This Is Who We Were: In The 1920s is an offspring of our 13-volume Working Americans series, which
was devoted, volume by volume, to Americans by class, occupation, or social cause. This new edition is
devoted to one decade—the 1920s. It represents all classes, dozens of occupations, and all regions of
the country. This comprehensive look at the decade when consumerism, new freedoms for women,
new inventions, and shifting social ethics were introduced presents American history through the eyes
and ears of everyday Americans, not the words of historians or politicians.

This Is Who We Were: In The 1920s presents 28 profiles of individuals and families—their life at home,
on the job, and in their neighborhood—with lots of photos and historical images of the time. These
stories are told through the eyes and ears of everyday Americans, some struggling and some successful,
but all authentic.

Together, the profiles, with the other sections outlined below, present a complete picture of what it was
like to live in America in the 1920s, from the doctor who started an uproar by distributing birth
control literature to his patients, to the inventor of the zipper, to the Kansas woman who advocated for
the censorship silent films.

Section One: Profiles

Each of 280 profiles in Section One begins with a brief introduction that anchors the text to the
decade. Then, each profile is arranged in three categories: Life at Home; Life at Work; Life in the
Community. The detailed Table of Contents that precedes this Introduction give specifics about jobs
and geographic region.

Section Two: Historical Snapshots

Section Two is made up of three long, bulleted lists of significant events and milestones. In
chronological order—Early 1920s, Mid 1920s and Late 1920s—these offer an amazing range of firsts
and turning points in American history, including:

• Thousands of gallons of milk dumped into NYC streets by striking milk truck drivers
• Race riots in Tulsa
• First commercially prepared baby food
• First female governor (Wyoming)
• Babe Ruth's 500th home run
• Successful treatment of a skin infection with penicillin
• NYC Mayor Walker urging the showing of cheerful movies after market crashed

Section Three: Economy of the Times

One of the most interesting things about researching an earlier time is learning how much things cost
and what people earned. This section offers this information in spades. Each of three
categories—Consumer Expenditures, Annual Income of Standard Jobs, and Selected Prices—offers
actual figures from three years—1923, 1925, and 1929—for easy comparison and study.

At the end of Section Three is a Value of a Dollar Index that compares the buying power of $1.00 in
2013 to the buying power of $1.00 in every year prior, back to 1860, helping to put the economic data
in This Is Who We Were: In The 1920s into context.
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Section Four: All Around Us

There is no better way to put your finger on the pulse of a country than to read its magazines and
newspapers. This section offers 60 original pieces—articles, book excerpts and speeches—that
influenced American thought in the 1920s, From articles declaring “Code of Conduct for Teachers,”
“Church and Politics,” and “Financial Questions That Women Ask Me,” this section is the eyes and
ears of America in the 1920s.

Section Five: Census Data

This section includes two elements, both invaluable in helping to define the times in which those
profiled in this book lived. First, 10 State-by-State comparative tables that rank data from the 1920,
1930, and 2010 Census. Topics include Population, Foreign-born, and Homeownership. Second,
reprints from the 1930 Census of Population, including a United States Summary and detailed
statistics on various topics.

This Is Who We Were: In The 1920s ends with a comprehensive Bibliography, arranged by topic, and a
detailed Index.
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Women’s Rights Timeline

1873 To prohibit the distribution of birth control literature, Congress passed the
Comstock Law, officially called the Act for the Suppression of Trade in, and Circulation
of, Obscene Literature and Articles of Immoral Use.

1900 Two-thirds of all divorce cases were initiated by the wife.

1903 The National Women’s Trade Union League was established to advocate for
improved wages and working conditions for women.

Marie Curie was awarded the Nobel Prize for physics for her discovery of radioactivity.

1908 The Portia Law School in Boston offered women the opportunity to attend classes
in the evening.

1909 Twenty thousand women garment workers struck in New York for better wages
and working conditions, forcing over 300 shops to eventually sign union contracts.

1911 American mountain climber Annie Smith Peck ascended Mount Coropuna in Peru
at the age of 61; at the summit, she unfurled a banner reading “Votes for Women.”

1912 In Atlanta, Georgia, Juliette Gordon Low founded the first American group of Girl
Guides, later renamed the Girl Scouts of the USA, to promote self-reliance and
resourcefulness.

1913 Alice Paul and Lucy Burns formed the Congressional Union to work toward the
passage of a federal amendment to give women the vote.

1914 Margaret Sanger was arrested for publishing information about birth control in her
new magazine Woman Rebel, which the Post Office banned from the mails.

The Amateur Athletic Union in the United States allowed women for the first time
to register for swimming events.

1915 Radical Emma Goldman lectured on “the right of the child not to be born.”

1916 Margaret Sanger opened the first U.S. birth control clinic in Brooklyn, New York,
which was shut down after 10 days.

1917 Margaret Sanger was tried for disseminating birth control information.

As part of the war effort, women moved into heavy industry jobs in mining,
chemical manufacturing, automobile and railway plants, as well as running street
cars, conducting trains, directing traffic, and delivering the mail.

Jeannette Rankin of Montana became the first woman elected to the U.S. Congress.

1919 Congress passed the federal woman suffrage amendment, originally proposed in
1878, and sent it to the states for ratification.

Barbara Armstrong became the first woman appointed to a tenure-track position at
an accredited law school at the University of California at Berkeley.

1920 The Women’s Bureau of the Department of Labor was formed to collect
information about women in the workforce and safeguard good working
conditions for women.

The Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution granting women the right to vote
was signed into law by Secretary of State Bainbridge Colby.

Margaret Sanger published Woman and the New Race.

1921 Margaret Sanger organized the American Birth Control League.

Writer Edith Wharton won the Pulitzer Prize for fiction.
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Elementary School Teacher of Immigrant Children in 1921
Mildred Gambon, a widow who taught in the Minneapolis public school system, decided that if
her immigrant students were going to learn how to be Americans, it was her job to teach them
English—in English only.

Life at Home

• Mildred Gambon knew that the time of reckoning had finally arrived.

• Thirty-four states had passed, or were considering, legislation mandating instruction in English.

• After years of having to listen to her students jabbering in a foreign language, she was relieved that

English-only instruction was going to be the law of the land.

• Many of the students were second- and third-generation immigrants, she knew, and without English,

they would never be real Americans.

• Why in the world would they cling to something so

foreign to the American way?

• Well, it was out of their hands now: English-only

instruction was on the horizon, and they couldn’t do a

thing about it.

• Mildred had lost count of the number of children who

had arrived at her first-grade class without a word of

English.

• Their parents had not bothered to Americanize them

properly and proudly spoke only German at home.

• She would never have handicapped her own three

children in that way.

• She never ceased to be amazed at the way some parents

treated their children.

• Mildred had been a schoolteacher before her marriage,

and after her husband died, she returned to teaching.

• Thanks to her husband’s good business sense, she did not

have to worry about losing her home, but she had to

watch her expenses carefully.

• Mildred made sure that her children did not want for

necessities, but luxuries were another matter.

• Still, now that they were older, she could see that her

children appreciated the sacrifices she had made for

them.

• Mildred’s eldest son, Andrew, had returned with scarred

lungs from fighting in the trenches in France during

World War I—the result of German mustard gas.
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• It had caused horrible blisters and internal bleeding, temporary blindness, and excruciating pain.

• Fortunately James, the younger of her two boys, was too young to fight.

• When their sister, Anna, Mildred’s middle child, was about to graduate from high school, she had

spoken of volunteering as a nurse’s aide, but Mildred had insisted that she was too young and was

needed at home.

• Mildred had encouraged Anna to enroll in secretarial school and volunteer to work with the Red

Cross in Minneapolis instead.

• Anna became involved in making a memorial quilt to be raffled off to raise money for the Red Cross.

According to the December 1917 Modern Priscilla Magazine, in which her group found their pattern,

each memorial quilt could raise up to $1,000 for purchasing ambulances and medical supplies.

• Along with many of her fellow teachers and other people throughout the city, Mildred paid ten cents

to have her name embroidered on the quilt, and she also bought two quilt raffle tickets.

• Mildred was proud of Anna for putting the sewing skills she had been taught to such good use, and

she herself knitted a number of pairs of socks to help the war effort, as the Red Cross requested.

• Mildred also knew exactly how important those medical supplies were.

• Mildred could have little sympathy for German Americans after Germany’s aggression caused so

much tragedy: she knew her son could easily have died on foreign soil, far from his home and family.

• Even now Andrew’s lungs were weak.

• It seemed appropriate to her when, at the outset of the war years, “frankfurters” were renamed “hot

dogs,” and works by German composers—living and dead—were erased from upcoming seasons of

classical music.

• Like everyone she knew, except possibly some boys around James’s age who thought that they had

missed their chance to be heroes, Mildred was relieved when the war ended.

• She knew, though, that the end of the war did not mean the end of her elder son’s physical or

emotional pain.

• Mildred was anxious about Andrew’s adjustment back to civilian life.

• As a veteran he was respected, but he had needed time to recuperate, and now he was restless and

having trouble staying in a job for very long.

• Mildred did everything she could to keep life at home quiet and predictable to avoid causing

Andrew stress.

Life at Work

• While some states mandated English as the exclusive language of instruction in the public schools,

Pennsylvania and Ohio in 1839 became the first to permit German to be used as an official

alternative.

• Some public and many private parochial schools, primarily in rural areas, taught exclusively in

German throughout the 1800s.

• According to the 1910 census, in a total U.S.

population of 92 million, fully 9 million people in the

country spoke German as their dominant language.

• Following the onset of the First World War in Europe,

German American influence waned, especially once

the United States entered the war in 1917.

• German Americans, especially immigrants, were

scapegoated for the aggression of the German

Empire; in many places, speaking German came to be

seen as unpatriotic.

• Mildred Gambon had to admit that many German

families she encountered were trying harder to
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become Americans now that the

American doughboys had halted

Germany’s drive toward world

domination.

• Some families Anglicized their

surnames; in her own classes, the

Schmidts became the Smiths, the

Schneiders became the Taylors, and

the Müllers became the Millers.

• German disappeared nearly

everywhere from the public arena,

the schools included.

• During World War I, local library

boards even removed books in the

German language from their library

shelves.

• Mildred was now able to fully implement her “sink or swim” program—total submersion, she called it

privately—requiring her German-speaking first- and second-graders to learn English and how to

read simultaneously.

• Her first-grade class of 27 included 5 German-speaking-only students, four boys and one girl.

• On day one, she had placed the five in the back corner, near the punishment stick, and told them to

be silent.

• It was their job to learn English, and she was

not about to hold the rest of the class back.

• She had an obligation to her other students

and saw no reason to penalize the majority for

the problems of the few.

• For two weeks the terrified girl cried quietly,

and then she disappeared.

• The quietest boy was moved to the slow class,

but the other three boys learned enough to

pass their tests.

• Mildred wondered what had become of the

girl, but now maybe her parents would realize

what they had to do to help her.

Life in the Community: Minneapolis, Minnesota

• Minneapolis and Saint Paul are collectively known as the “Twin Cities,” and fostered a rivalry during

their early years, with Saint Paul being the capital city and Minneapolis becoming prominent

through industry.

• Minnesota, with its good farmland, became an attractive region for European immigration and

settlement.

• In 1870 Minnesota’s population was 439,000; this number tripled during the two subsequent

decades.

• The railroad industry, led by the Northern Pacific Railway and the Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad,

advertised the many opportunities in the state and worked to get German immigrants to settle in

Minnesota.

• The power of the Saint Anthony Falls first fueled sawmills, but later it was tapped to serve flour

mills.
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• In 1870 there were only a small number of flour

mills in the Minneapolis area, but by 1900

Minnesota mills were grinding 14 percent of

the nation’s grain. Minneapolis and the town of

Saint Anthony merged in 1872.

• Advances in transportation, milling technology,

and harnessing water power combined to give

Minneapolis dominance in the milling industry.

• Technological improvements led to the

production of “patent” flour, which

commanded almost double the price of

“baker’s” or “clear” flour, which it replaced.

• Pillsbury and the Washburn-Crosby Company

became the leaders in the Minneapolis milling

industry.

• Until 1905 the majority of immigrants to Minnesota came from Germany, but thereafter more came

from Scandinavia, mostly from Sweden and Norway.

• During the century preceding the First World War, a well-established German-language culture

existed in the United States, supported by a vast array of German-language newspapers and

publications.

• In the Minneapolis area, New Ulm, to the southwest of Minneapolis in central Minnesota, had a

particularly strong German identity.

• World War I-era bans on the German language hit some groups particularly hard.

• Among the Missouri Synod Lutherans, the war and postwar hysteria discouraged the teaching of

Lutheran Bible exegesis in German, its original language.

• “Americanization” classes were organized by educators and community leaders throughout the

nation to teach adult immigrants English, American history, and civics; in some cities, women were

even taught a variety of domestic subjects. The U.S. Department of State distributed pamphlets with

advice for publicizing such classes, and in areas with large immigrant communities, it also sponsored

teacher training.

• In the World War I era, more than 30 states instituted Americanization programs.

• Although some officials regarded naturalization and Americanization as essentially separate, with

education authorities firmly in charge of the latter, many American “nativists” did not agree.

• They thought immigrants should commit to the United States by learning English and becoming

citizens in short order, and that the government should essentially enforce assimilation.

• In April 1919 the state legislature of Nebraska declared: “No person, individually or as a teacher,

shall, in any private, denominational, parochial or public school teach any subject to any person in

any language other than the English language.”

• One state representative spoke for many when he said, “If these people are Americans, let them

speak our language. If they don’t know it, let them learn it. If they don’t like it, let them move.”

• The issue of multiple languages had ricocheted across public opinion throughout American history.

• As a result of the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, the United States acquired French-speaking

populations in Louisiana.

• Following the Mexican-American War, the United States acquired about 75,000 Spanish speakers in

addition to several indigenous language-speaking populations.

• In 1868 the Indian Peace Commission recommended English-only schooling for Native Americans.

• In 1849 the California state constitution had recognized Spanish-language rights, but the 1878-1879

constitution required that all official business “shall be conducted, preserved, and published in no

other than the English language.”
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• In the late 1880s, Wisconsin and Illinois passed English-only instruction laws for both public and

parochial schools.

• In a few large cities, however, such as Baltimore, Cleveland, and Cincinnati, bilingual public schools

were available.

• Most states enacted laws that required the use of English in specific situations, such as in testing for

occupational licenses.

• During World War I, the idea of expulsion as an alternative to assimilation was frequently discussed.

Believing that many immigrants’ loyalties lay with their home country rather than with the United

States, American nativists feared that immigrants would foment sabotage and sedition.

• Private interest groups such as the National Americanization Committee and the Foreign Language

Information Service sprang up alongside public bureaus and committees to influence legislation and

shape public opinion on the Americanization issue.

• In 1916 the National Americanization Committee sponsored a bill in Congress to deport all aliens

who did not apply for citizenship within three years.

• The National Americanization Committee represented business and industry; its leadership largely

overlapped that of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s Immigration Committee.

• It had such close ties to the Federal Bureau of Education that until June 1919, it paid for the

bureau’s Americanization work, which Congress had neglected to fund. This arrangement continued

until, at the end of fiscal year 1919, federal agencies could no longer accept private funding.
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• The adventure comic strip Tarzan, first appeared; the Popeye character was introduced in the

Thimble Theater cartoon strip by Elzie Segar

• Frontiersman Wyatt Earp died in Los Angeles, California, after an illustrious life in the West; cowboy

stars William S. Hart and Tom Mix served as pallbearers

• Acadia National Park was established in Maine; the Grand Teton National Park opened in Wyoming

• San Francisco police took 19-year-old Frances Orlando to the police station because she was dressed

in men’s clothing

• The first telephone was installed in the White House

• Louie Marx introduced the yo-yo in the United States

• Harold E. Jones of the University of California Institute of Child Welfare reported that children who

attended motion picture shows frequently did poorly in school and exhibited objectionable traits

• The first all-color talking picture, On with the Show, opened in New York

• Scientists at Bell Laboratories revealed a system for transmitting television picturest

• The comedy program Amos ‘n’ Andy, starring Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll, made its

network radio debut on NBC, and became so popular that Atlantic City resorts broadcast the show

over loudspeakers

• William Faulkner published The Sound and the Fury, Ernest Hemingway published A Farewell to Arms

and John Steinbeck wrote Cup of Gold

• Edward Doisy isolated the female sex hormone

estrogen in pure form

• Alexander Fleming successfully treated a skin

infection with penicillin

• Radio premieres included The Hour of Charm,

Blackstone Plantation, and The Rise of the

Goldbergs

• New York Yankees baseball star Babe Ruth hit

his 500th home run

• RCA Victor recorded the first 33� rpm

LP—Victor Salon Suite No. 1, arranged and

directed by Nathaniel Shilkret

• Dunlop Rubber Company produced foam

rubber

• Broadway openings included The Showgirl, Hot

Chocolates, Street Singer and Death Takes a

Holiday

• The Museum of Modern of Art was founded in

New York City

• Plans for the Empire State Building included

mooring masts for giant zeppelins

• Louis Armstrong recorded his hit song “When

You’re Smiling”

• Federated Department Stores, Conoco, and

auto sunroofs made their first appearance
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• Moody’s Investors Service said that stock prices had “over-discounted anticipated progress” and

wondered “how much of a readjustment may be required to place the stock market in a sound

position.”

• The financial editor of the New York Times described the picture of current conditions presented by

the mercantile agencies as one of “hesitation.”

• The newspaper advertisements of investment services asked, “Will You ‘Overstay’ This Bull

Market?” and “Is the Process of Deflation Under Way?”

• The air was fogged with uncertainty; despite the qualms of the experts, however, delirium reigned in

the market.
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